The Applications
Smart Alec® gathers mission-critical, real-time production information and disseminates it to line personnel, supervisors
and management. Smart Alec sends this information to the most appropriate output device, including Alpha™ LED
displays, alphanumeric pagers and email.

Production Status Smart Alec forwards production status to Alpha displays located at each production
line and to a centrally located summary display. Messages on the displays include production goals (e.g production
count, cycle time), current production statistics, percent of goal, various process parameters (e.g. temperature,
pressure), the number of rejected or defective parts, and other pertinent information. Centrally displayed messages provide this information in summary form for each machine number and/or part number.
Alarm Conditions Smart Alec watches for and communicates production alarm conditions, as well. For
example, when production values fall too low, the color of the value on the display changes to draw attention to
it. If the production rate drops, the rate turns from green to amber and, eventually, to red when it is alarmingly
low. If the parts count is not on target or reject rates are too high, warning alarm messages scroll across the bottom
of production displays, displacing motivational messages that typically scroll across. Audible alarms or strobe lights
go off to draw attention to the signs. If material levels drop too low, production is halted in one part of the plant,
or a non-production emergency occurs, Smart Alec sends alphanumeric pages or emails to key individuals at the
same time that displays show alarm conditions and statistics.
The Benefits
1. Reduced assessment and reaction time. Alpha LED displays give line personnel
the ability to assess production status at a glance. At the same time, Smart Alec pages problem solvers no matter
where they are in the plant. Therefore, alarm conditions are resolved quickly.
2. Enhanced coordination within the plant. Because plant statistics are available on
Alpha LED displays located throughout the plant, line employees, materials handling personnel, and shipping staff
are able to quickly observe what is happening in other areas of the plant in order to adjust their activities
appropriately.
3. Increased incentive to maintain and exceed production goals.
Because statistics are displayed clearly production employees can measure their progress vs. production goals at
all times, in real time. This motivates employees to improve immediately… and lifts morale when they meet
and surpass goals.
4. More effective, inexpensive employee communications. Using the
same system installed for production statistics, Smart Alec ensures that employees effectively and immediately
know such information as what safety tips to follow, when to attend important meetings, where they rank in the
monthly competition for a bonus, how to apply for new benefits, if production schedules have changed, and how
to get to the company picnic.
5. Faster and broader communications. Smart Alec allows important information to be
quickly distributed to large audiences by communicating to Alpha LED displays that are strategically located for
everyone to see.
Implementation
The diagram on the reverse side illustrates the process by which Smart Alec acquires production information from
a Human Machine Interface (HMI) and forwards it to Alpha displays, pagers, and email.
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Smart Alec Application Sheet — Industrial Automation
an example of a manufacturer using HMI software to collect product data
Smart Alec acquires real-time mission-critical
production data — then delivers this information
to Alpha displays and other output devices.
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Production lines
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Production data is collected from production
lines by Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs)
and then forwarded to the Human-Machine
Interface (HMI) software over a data highway.

PLC

Smart Alec acquires critical data from the HMI
software via a DDE link.
Data highway
Windows-based PC with HMI
(e.g., Wonderware, Intellution, etc.)

Data sent via DDE or saved in ASCII files

LAN

A DDE Request is created for each Production variable
(e.g., GOAL, COUNT, % OF GOAL, etc.)
Smart Alec
Smartstat+
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Transmitter sends messages to Alpha
displays equipped with Paging Data
Receivers and to alphanumeric pagers.

RS232

The Variable Manager is the gateway
into Smart Alec. The Variable Manager
lists all the variables and their current
values.

LAN

The Smart Alec Editor is used to
format messages that incorporate
production variables.

Smart Alec formats messages
to the company email server.
These messages are distributed
to select IP addresses.

These messages are then scheduled to be sent to output devices
like Alpha displays, pagers, and
email.

Converter Box III
(changes RS232 output from the computer to RS485 for an Alpha network)
RS485

LAN

Email received on
personal computer

Distribution

2-line Alpha LED display
(with a wireless Paging Data Receiver)

This large 8-line ALPHA LED display continuously updates these six categories of
Smart Alec variables:
• LINE = production line number
• OPERATOR = machine operator on a
production line
• GOAL = desired part quantity for a
production line
• COUNT = current part count
• %GOAL = COUNT / GOAL x 100
• REJECT = number of rejected parts on a
production line

If an exception condition occurs in
production, Smart Alec will notify
key personnel of the condition via
a pager.

8-line Alpha LED display (hard-wired to network)
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